
Todd Vaughan 
903 W. Washington 

Jackson, Michigan 

49203 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 

Route 12 

Frederick, MD. 21701 

Dear Mr Weisberg: 

I would like to know if you can give me some information on some material 

printed in your books. I hope you can assist me in my research. 

On page 177 of'Whitewash IV", you state that two rifles were placed at the 

crime scene (Danaher points, number 3). 	You could you elaborate and give 
me more information on this. 

On page 454 of"Post Mortem", you discus the bullet mark on the Main St, 

curb section and its initial finding. You state that Walthers was photogrape 

examining another bullet mark. Could you give me some information on this 

including, what photos, how I can obtain them, where was the bullet mark, 

who was present when it was discoverd, etc. 

On pages 90 and 91, you discuss the hit to the President before frame 210. 

You also say that you have proof that two frames are missing from the Zaprudel 

film. What frames are these? Are they Z-155 and 156. It is interesting 

to note that you said a shot may been fired at Z-155 and there is a visible 

reaction at Z-192. The Dallas police tape indicates that shots were fired 
at Z-157-161 (I beleive it more likley at Z-155 or 154 to 159 or 158) and 

that a shot was fired at Z-188-I91, witha reaction near 190-200. So italpearE 
that your photographic analysis was correct in pinpointing possible shots 
on the Zapruder film. 

Thank you for your time and concern 

\o, 

Sincerly, 

Todd Vaughan 



1 j..50/79 

Dear "r. Vaughan, 

Sorry not to have been able to respond jmo your inquiries sooner. 

IV, o.177, 2 rifles, both reported by Oswald: Warren Caster had two rifles 

at the TSBD just before the essasaination. One he'd bought for himself, one for his son. 

PM 454, Buddy Walther's examining another hullet mark: one of these pix is in 

one of thl 26 volumes, all are at the Archives. The spot is the south side of Elm, 

near a manhole. This was just minutes after the shooting. 

PM 90-1: I believe you are right, that' had Z155-6 in mind but I'm not sure 

now. If not those than approximately those. 

In lino with your comment that the HSCA1 3 anaiyaia of the Dallas police tape 

confirms this 3t may interest you to brow that 1 had this part of P11 written in 

19689. 

Best wishes, 


